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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 1st newsletter from the desk of Bombay Bengalis!!
Born on 18th June 2015, Bombay Bengalis or BB, as is now fondly referred to, was created by Arin.
The initial few weeks was restricted to chatting in the WhatsApp group and adding new members.
Bombay Bengalis held its first meet at the historic Mohammed Ali Road on 1st July 2015 with
approximately 15-20 members. Subsequently BB has held 35 such meets in the last 15 months.
Today BB has grown from strength to strength and has 140 members in its WhatsApp group apart
from 1500+ odd members and followers on its Facebook page. However, BB has not limited its
activities to meets and chats alone. From organizing essential items for the underprivileged to
purchasing Rakhi’s for terminally ill patients, BB has been associated with various other cultural as
well as social activities since it’s inception.
BB was also proud to launch ‘Probashe’, a film on ‘Bombay te Bangali’ to mark its 1st Anniversary
(Link: https://youtu.be/zvywrjA2HD8 ). In the coming months, BB will be associated with a host of
more social and cultural programs not to forget the upcoming ‘BhuriBhoj’ @BijoyaSammelani on
16th October .
We look forward to your active participation and positive feedback to make this newsletter grow
from strength to strength in the future.
Three Cheers to Bombay Bengalis!!!!
Nomoshkar.
Biswadeep Mazumder.
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Bombay Bengalis Logo

Logo Design by Debdan Ray
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BOMBAY BENGALIS WISHES ALL
“SUBHO SHARODIYA”

Sketch: Souroja Ghosh (Class 2, Ryan International School).

DURGA PUJA IN MUMBAI
Durga puja is such a festival, that even I staying in Mumbai eagerly wait for each year. It is a festival
of optimism, happiness, brotherliness and enjoyment. Earlier Durga puja was celebrated at only a
few places in Mumbai but now it is celebrated all over. Basically Durga puja starts from Panchami
but as a mythological reason that when Maa Durga leaves her in-laws's house and arrives at her
father's it is celebrated as Mahalaya. During puja am always very excited for Ashthami Anjali. I love
the ritual. Sandhi puja which relates Ashthami and Navami is attended by my mother and I always
like to stay with her. 108 diyas are lighten during Sandhi puja. On the day of Navami I take part in
Talent Hunt (where we can perform anything we like), drawing competition and take part in
activities organized by Akansha, an organization for orphans. Vijaya Dashami is the last day of puja
and it is quite painful to say bye to Maa Durga but we also do it in a fun way and bid her a good bye.
We wear traditional clothes and all the married ladies perform the rituals of 'Boron' and I also
accompany my mom. Durga puja helps in gathering of all Bengalis together who stay away from
their native land. Durga puja gives me such good memories, which helps me to relate with Bengali
culture.
Tarushi Bhoumik, Class – VII, Gokuldham High School.
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The Haunted Ship
This is not a story but a true incident. On the Mumbai dock a ship called S S Vikrant stood for quite
some time. There is nothing wrong in that ship except its cold storage section. During one voyage
once the main chef asked one of his helper to bring some meat log. The helper went in, took meat
log and while coming out the door of the cold storage got closed suddenly. The function of the door
is such that it can only be opened from outside and not from inside. The helper tried his best to
come out, he banged from inside, shouted but unfortunately no one heard his shouting because the
ship was moving that time and because of the engine noise it is very difficult to hear something
unless you pay the full attention.
However when the helper did not return for sometime the chef himself went to the cold storage
section and saw the door closed. Surprised he then opened the door and saw the helper standing in
front of the door with the meat log just beside him. His mouth is opened as if he is trying to tell
something. The chef was very angry and asked the helper what he was doing till this time but the
worker did not say anything and did not move a bit. The chef got angrier and shouted at him. Still
the worker did not say anything. Shocked the chef looked carefully at him and found he is not
blinking at all. He immediately called the doctor who was present in the ship and the doctor declared
him dead. Since it was long voyage his body was thrown at the sea itself.
But after this many strange things started to happen on that ship. Many accidents and unfortunate
deaths happened and the company declared this haunted and abandoned. The ship is parked on the
30th lot of the dock and left to be rusted and sunk into the sea. But the ship never went down. It
became totally rusted but never came down. Still some people see the light turned on the kitchen
and some strange sound comes out from the ship.
So friends if you visit Mumbai dock beware of going near the 30th lot because someone is waiting
there to freeze you.
Shambo Mukherjee, Class Six, Delhi Public School, Panvel.
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Swachh Bharat

Adi seen during the shooting. Photo Courtesy: Gramofilms Media.
We have always known that children are the best change agents at both home and in the
community. We believe that if we target the children, they will in turn bring change in the family and
thereby the entire community.
I was witness to this recently when my son Aditya (we lovingly call him Adi) got involved in a short
film on Swach Bharat Abhiyan. He was a part of this short film and had spent an entire day shooting
the same along with other kids.
Few days after the film shoot,one evening we entered our society elevator to go out for weekly
shopping. Our neighbor was also in the elevator. Suddenly Adi started shouting at him, saying he was
' Lalchi ' and ' Laparwah'! He screamed and asked him why he was littering the lift! No one expected
a little 3 year old to react like this on littering .Both of us, parents and our society neighbor was
taken aback! We realized that Adi was upset at him because he threw the chocolate wrapper in the
elevator itself. Our neighbor was extremely embarrassed, gave Adi a big hug and apologized saying
'Sorry I will not repeat it again'.
Once we stepped out, I explained to Adi that 'Lalchi' is not the right word to be used here and that
next time something like this happens he should say the same politely instead of screaming!
That day it really dawned on me that children are indeed the best change agents.
Cleanliness and hygiene can be achieved only when there’s a sense of ownership and participation
and who better than our children to helm this. Of course, we elders have to support them whole
heartedly and do our bit as well!!!
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Young Achiever
Shivam Das is merely 14 years but the name echoes with pride in the table tennis circle of Mumbai
and Maharashtra. Born at Kolkata, to parents Subrata Das and Mitali Das, he is the younger of the
two siblings. Shivam as a child showed promising career in cricket as he went to cricket coaching
classes in Kolkata. But on the insistence of his parents he changed his interest from cricket to table
tennis. But the decision literally changed this 14 year old’s life. At the age of 7/8 yrs Shivam took up
the table tennis bat and was eventually was registered with YMCA at Kolkata. But due to his father's
transfer to Mumbai, they shifted their base from Kolkata to Mumbai. Here again he started his Table
tennis career under the guidance of Deepak Mani.

Under the guidance of his coach Deepak Mani and his passion for the game Shivam has clinched a
name in the game in Maharashtra. He has been winners of several under 15/16 and sub junior table
tennis championships. He has won in Kaleidoscope organised by Seth Juggilal Poddar Academy,
winner in TT under 15 category of Cascade 23 organised by All India Balkan Ji Bari, held at Khar Gym
Khana. Shivam is also a winner in sub junior boy’s singles junior promotional TT tournament 2015,
organised by Juhu ville Parle Gym Khana. Recently on 19th sept 2016, Msd district table tennis
tournament was held at Juhu Gym Khana and he played some spectacular matches there. He
defeated many top ranked players across categories. He reached till the quarter finals in both sub jrs
(under 15) & youth (under 21) category giving a tough fight to the opponents. However he played
juniors catergory (under 18), though his main category is sub jr., he breezed to the semi finals to face
the current TT champ Reagan. Shivam won the semifinals and entered the juniors final to face Dev
Shroff a 11 times winner. Shivam put on a brave fight and let know the world and the top seed that
he was a hard shell to crack, and he finally picked up gracefully the runners trophy.
Shivam is a student of class 8 of Janki Devi Public School at Andheri (west). He has been honoured by
his school for his classic contribution as a champ TT player. Shivam says his true inspiration and
support are his parents and his elder brother. His coach is like a pillar of support and encouragement
for him. Shivam like any other boy of his age loves to read adventurous book and listening to music.
Apart from playing TT, Shivam is an enthusiastic cricket player too. He though is a a champ TT and
follows a strict and regular practice and regime for the same nevertheless, he manages to do well in
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his studies too. Shivam is a sure champ in all ways. He will be playing at the National TT
championship held at Indore this month.

We the members of Bombay Bengalis Family and the whole community wish Shivam a vey happy
and prosperous life ahead, wishing him more laurels in future. We are really proud of this 14 year
old Child prodigy - Shivam Das.
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B—¡u L¥j¡l n¡e¤
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• M¡Ju¡-c¡Ju¡
öl¦a Bp¡l fl LmL¡a¡l M¡h¡l c¡h¡l ®k hÉ¡f¡l …m¡ ¢Rm ®p…m¡
definitely miss Ll¢R specially ®k…m¡ f¡Ju¡ ®ka¡ e¡ HM¡e
®kje g¤QL¡ ®q¡L h¡ ®ami¡S¡ h¡ C¢mn j¡Rz Proper C¢mn j¡R h¡
M¡h¡ll jdÉ ®kje m¤¢Q, O¤N¢e, Bm¤l cjz HM¡e k¢cJ Bm¤l cj
h¡e¡u ¢L¿¹ M¤h HLV¡ i¡m¡ e¡z ®a¡ HCph ¢S¢ep …m¡ M¤h miss
Ll¢R; M¡h¡ll hÉ¡f¡l HV¡C HLV¡ aL¢mg ¢Rm, ®Ma¡j Lj e¡,
®k…m¡C Lla¡j ®p…m¡ AeÉlLj i¡h ®Ma¡jz But M¡Ju¡ c¡Ju¡a
JC ¢S¢ep…m¡ miss Lla¡jz

• ng n¡e¤
B¢j ¢eS HLSe L¥L, actually k¡L hm, a¡CSeÉ j¡l hÉ¡f¡lV¡
totally B¢j S¡¢e ®k j¡l q¡al l¡æ¡…m¡ ¢Li¡h j¡ l¡yda¡ ®p…m¡
B¢j phpju ®cMa¡j, ®kje l¡d¤e£ ¢cu X¡m ¯al£ Ll¡ H…m¡ ®a¡
®plLj ®LE S¡e e¡, j¡R alL¡¢l H…m¡ HM¡e ®LE S¡e e¡, H…m¡
B¢j ¢eS l¡yda¡j, Bl HMe¡ l¡y¢d, Bj¡l HV¡ nMz B¢j HMe c¤V¡
N¡e ®Nu Hp¢R, ®lL¢X©w Ll ¢gl h¡¢sa HpC hm ¢cu¢R JL ®l¢X
Ll ph B¢j l¡ydhz

• Ahpl
Lvwj mgq n‡j c‡i maximum time Avwg Bswjk Qwe †`wL, GB †h
jvMv‡bv i‡q‡Q GLv‡b GKUv horror Qwe, action wKsev horror Qwe
†`wL| Lvwj mgq †c‡j G¸‡jvB Kwi Avi GKUy cooking UywKs Kwi|
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• ¢fËu N¡uL
Bj¡l h¡h¡ qµRe fËbj, I am inspired by my father, after
that Kishore da| a¡lSeÉ B¢j l¢g p¡h ®L i¡m¡h¡¢p e¡ HV¡ hmh
e¡, h¡ j¤Ln¢S ®L i¡m¡h¡¢p e¡ HV¡ hmh e¡, a¡l¡J tremendous
singer but I think ¢Ln¡lc¡l p‰ Bj¡l Nm¡ ¢jma S¤ma HLV¤
h¢n Bl Bj¡l je qu quality talent kV¡, ®pV¡ ¢Ln¡lc¡l jdÉ
AeL ®h¢n ®Lee¡ acting hm¡, story writing hm¡, direction
hm¡, music direction hm¡, singing hm¡, AeL…m¡ ¢cL ¢Rm
Bl ®pC fËaÉLV¡ ¢cLaC ®p f¡lcn©£ ¢Rm Bl fËaÉLV¡ ¢cLaC ®p
¢qV Ll ®c¢Mu ¢cuR ®k B¢j fËaÉLV¡ ¢S¢epC f¡¢lz ®pCSeÉ
¢Ln¡lc¡l talent AeL ®h¢nz

• ¢fËu N¡e
"kh ®L¡C h¡a ¢hNs k¡u, kh ®L¡C j¤n¢Lm fs k¡u' HC N¡eV¡ Bj¡l
favorite N¡e, HC N¡eV¡ cancer patient-cl SeÉ therapy
¢qp¡h use quz Bl HC N¡eV¡ Hje HLV¡ N¡e, Hje HLV¡ lyrics
kV¡ ph S¡uN¡a... Q¡q ®fË¢jL-fË¢jL¡ ®q¡, Q¡q n¡¢c-p¤c¡ couple ®q¡,
Q¡q ®c¡Ù¹ ®q¡, Q¡q iNh¡e ®q¡, Q¡q h¡µR¡l¡ ®q¡, ph¡l SeÉ phS¡uN¡u
N¡eV¡ fËk¡SÉ, k¡lSeÉ HC N¡eV¡ Bj¡l ¢cml phQu L¢lhz

• fËh¡p pwú«¢a
Actually h¡wm¡l ®k culture pV¡ HMe LmL¡a¡u ®eC hma ®Nm,
M¤hC Lj qu ®NRz ®a¡ ®pV¡ k¢c ®a¡jl¡ h¡Cl dl l¡Ma f¡l... Bj¡l
je qu ka h¡Cl k¡h, aa ®h¢n HC ¢S¢ep…m¡ f¡h, basic
¢S¢ep…m¡z Bjl¡ kMe h¡Cl ¢hcn O¤¢l, aMe Bjl¡ f¨S¡f¡W HV¡
®pV¡ ®k öÜa¡, HLV¡ f¢lµRæa¡, HLV¡ HL¡aÈ fË¡Z ®kV¡ ®p…m¡ pjÙ¹
JM¡e ®NmC Bjl¡ f¡C, h¡Cl ®Nmz ®a¡ k¡C q¡L HM¡e ®a¡ M¡¢m
fÉ¡™m ¢Li¡h qh, ¢XS¡Ce ¢Li¡h qh..W¡L¤ll e¡j ®M¡yS ®eCz W¡L¤l
k¡ qm qm, f¤S¡ k¡ qm qm, La ®L¡¢V V¡L¡l fÉ¡™m... Hph ¢euC
QQÑÑ¡-VQÑ¡ ®h¢n qu, ®ff¡lJ ®hl¡u, ®ff¡lJu¡m¡l¡J ®l¢X HLcj... HlLj
La…m¡ hÉ¡f¡l BR k¡lSeÉ ®a¡jl¡ ®kV¡ LlR M¤h i¡m LlRz
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• p¡ÇfË¢aL N¡e
¢LR¤ ®m¡L BR, ¢LR¤ producer, director k¡l¡ ¢eSl¡ Q¡lV fup¡
a¡s¡a¡¢s L¡j¡h¡l SeÉ, pj¡S EµRæ k¡L pj¡Sl Lb¡ HLh¡lJ i¡hR
e¡ k society-l ¢L qh, ®a¡ pj¡S EµRæ k¡L a¡l¡ fup¡ L¡¢ju
¢eµR.. HV¡ qµR hÉ¡f¡lz HC dlZl je¡hª¢š ¢eu ¢LR¤ producer,
director HC ¢S¢ep…m¡L BlJ h¡¢su k¡µRz a¡a k pj¡Sl M¢a
qµR Bjl¡ S¡¢e.. L¡e ¢S¢epC Bjl¡ n¡¢¿¹ ja hp ®cMa f¡¢µR e¡ h¡
öea f¡¢µR e¡, a¡l vulgarity h¡ a¡l h¡¢L ph ¢S¢epl SeÉz HC
¢S¢epV¡ hå Lla ®Nm public LC Lla qh, L¡lZ public Hl
q¡aC ph¢LR¤, public k¢c JC M¡l¡f N¡e ®n¡e¡ hå Ll, a¡qm i¡m
N¡e h¡dÉ qu ¯a¢l qhz It depends on public.. Bj¡cl e¡j
®c¡o ¢cu qh e¡z B¢j e¡ N¡Cm Bl HLSe ®Nu ®ch, ®p e¡ N¡Cm
Bl HLSe ®Nu ®ch; source kV¡, ®kM¡e ®bL ¯a¢l qµR ¢S¢epV¡,
®pV¡ hå Lla f¡l public.. public k¢c ignore Ll ®cu, k¢c
boycott Ll ®cu ah a¡l¡ ®pV¡ Bl h¡e¡h e¡ in future, aMeC
i¡m¡ ¢S¢e¢p ¯a¢l qh Hhw it depends on public| Bl L¡lJ
®L¡e identification eC, ®L¡e singer Hl ®L¡e identification
eC, ®k k¡l CµR¡ ja ®Nu k¡µR, ph HLlLj N¡e ®Nu k¡µRz ®LE O¤j
®bL EW N¡CR je qµR, ®LE S¡N¡ AhÙÛ¡u N¡CR, ®LE Bh¡l ®h¢n
¢Qõ¡j-¢Q¢õ Ll ®gmR... j¡e p¡jeSpÉl ®L¡e hÉ¡f¡l ®eC; ®a¡ HC
¢S¢epNm¡ M¤h qµR, Bl lyrics -Hl ®a¡ ®L¡e j¡-h¡f ®eC, Bl style
ph HL style, HL music, ph HL dlZl music QmRz ®k
versatility hÉ¡f¡l ¢Rm ®pC hÉ¡f¡lV¡ HMe Bl ®eCz Bph.. HC
…m¡ Bh¡l ph Bph.. BpR d£l d£lz Bj¡l HLV¡ N¡e HMe L¢ce
BN release LlR, M¤h i¡m response.. Jeet Ganguly-l
p¤l...Òj¡T j¡T ®a¡l L¡RÓ.. ÔLove ExpressÕ hm HLV¡ R¢hl;
JV¡ HMe M¤h ¢V¢ia h¡SR, i¡m N¡e.. HLV¡ i¡m N¡ez ®nËu¡l p‰
Bj¡l duet quR, i¡m¡ N¡e, a¡ ®m¡L fR¾c LlR, a¡l j¡e ¢L?
®m¡Ll jdÉ pC i¡m¡ N¡e ®eJu¡l CµRV¡ HMe¡ luR, f¡µR e¡ ®pV¡
Bm¡c¡ hÉ¡f¡lz CµRV¡ HMe¡ luR hmC, ®a¡jl¡ ®cMR qua¡, Dum
Laga Ke Haisha p¤f¡l-X¥f¡l ¢qV quR, melodious N¡ez jqn
i¡Vl HLV¡ ¢p¢lu¡m BpR "e¡jLlZ' hm, a¡a Bj¡l i¡m¡ N¡e
BR HLV¡, Bj¡l Bl Ae¤l¡d¡ fs¡u¡ml, m¡L fR¾c LlRz ®a¡ HC
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®k hÉ¡f¡l…m¡..B¢j l…m¡l N¡e ®Nu k¡µR, ph melodious N¡ez
Maximum N¡e ®k…m¡ N¡C¢R ph melodious, total melodious
N¡ez L¡mL Bj¡l c¤V¡ J¢su¡ N¡e ®lL¢XÑw BR, J¢su¡ R¢hl N¡ez
melody N¡e ¢eu Bj¡l L¡R HpR, Bj¡l L¡R Bp¡ j¡eC Jcl
melody N¡e ¢euC Bp¡z ®a¡ Bj¡l je qu k, Hl SeÉ c¡u£ qµR
¢Nu ¢LR¤ ®m¡L, k¡l¡ fup¡ L¡j¡e¡l SeÉ h¡S hÉ¡f¡lV¡L Y¤¢Lu ¢cµR
h¡µQ¡cl jdÉ, Bl h¡µQ¡l¡ k¡l¡ HC hÉ¡f¡lV¡L adopt LlRz Bj¡cl
HM¡e Aæ¤ j¡¢mL ¢jE¢SL ¢Xlƒl ¢Rm, Bj¡cl ®lL¢XÑw HLcj 90-Hl
pju ki¡h qa, ®pi¡hC quR Hhw full orchestration ¢eu ®ki¡h
N¡e ®lL¢XÑw qu, ®pi¡hC quR Hhw melody Nu¢R, p¤al¡w ®L¡e
g¡l¡L h¤¢T¢ez

• j¤ðC he¡j LmL¡a¡
Basic difference V¡ qm, profesionalismz HLV¡C Lb¡ hmh¡,
short-H hmh¡, profesionalism-V¡ Bj¡cl hða HLV¤ ®h¢nz

Bh¡l hðl ®bL p¡Eb AeL ®h¢n, profesionalismz a¡,
LmL¡a¡u ¢L qµR,Bj¡cl JC i±N¡¢mL AhÙÛ¡el SeÉ,
Hhw
fË¡Lª¢aL ¢hfc-Bfcl SeÉ, Bj¡cl JC c¤f¤lhm¡ Q¡m ®Mu O¤j¡e¡,
HLV¤ j¡Rl ®T¡m ¢cu i¡a ®Mu, HCpjÙ¹, i¡al hÉ¡f¡lV¡ ®kM¡e BR
e¡...pM¡e, JC Bmpfe¡ h¡ lazyness hÉ¡f¡lV¡ b¡LhCz kje,
®Ll¡m¡aJ BR HL ¢S¢ep, i¡a M¡Ju¡ ®l¡N£z ®a¡ ü¡i¡¢hLi¡hC
Bj¡cl JM¡e fËhª¢šV¡ HCV¡, k HLV¥ i¡a-j¡R ®Mu a¡lfl no
HLV¤ ¢j¢ø-cC ¢cu ®no Ll¡z HC hÉ¡f¡lV¡, Bl Bj¡l je qu BlJ
AeL…m¡ hÉ¡f¡l BR, ®pL¡lZ profesionalism-V¡ HLV¤ pÔ¡ JM¡ez
Bj¡cl HM¡e ®kje, HLV¡ L¡S hmh¡ a¡j¡L, V¡Cj ch¡ a¡j¡u,
HLcj JC V¡Cj L¡S Llh¡, h¡ HL-HLV¡ ®m¡L create Ll¡l ®Qø¡
Ll h¡lh¡l create Ll¡l ®Qø¡ Llz HMe hÉ¡f¡lV¡ Lj ®NR
AeLV¡z ¢L¿¹¥ HC ®k ka ¢gmÈ ¯a¢l qµR, ka¢LR¤ qµR, k VL¢eLÉ¡¢m
hÉ¡f¡l…m¡, AeL¡N h¢su NRz HC hÉ¡f¡l…m¡l p‰ LmL¡a¡l
AeL g¡l¡L BRz h¡SVl HLV¡ ¢hl¡V fËhmj, Lee¡ hn£ V¡L¡ ¢cu
hC h¡e¡e¡ k¡h e¡, regional hCz H p¡Eb e¡, p¡Eb a¡ qµR HLj¡œ,
k¡l¡ hðl bL hn£ MlQ¡ Ll hC h¡e¡uz Bl JM¡e m¡L cÉ¡MJ,
cÉ¡MJ, ¢p¢X-J Lez HV¡ qµR f¡h¢mLl q¡azBj¡cl LmL¡a¡u ¢L
qµR hÉ¡f¡lV¡, Jl¡ JM¡e bL hp, h¡P¡¢ml¡ h¡wm¡ N¡e M¤h Lj n¡ez
B¢j k dl¡ ØVS n¡ L¢l, a¡a B¢j dl¡ c¤V¡ ¢L ¢aeV h¡wm¡ N¡e
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N¡Cz Bl h¡¢L dl¡ L¥¢sV¡ ¢q¢¾c N¡e N¡Cz a¡ h¡P¡m£l¡ h¡wm¡ N¡e M¤h
n¡ez jdÉ jdÉ HL-HLV¡ h¤s¡ EW hm, "HLV¡ h¡wm¡ N¡e"z c¤V¡
HLV¡ h¤s¡-h¤¢s J¢cL bL EW qua¡ hm, "HLV¡ h¡wm¡ N¡e n¡e¡J
hV¡"z h¡wm¡ N¡e JC HLV¡-BdV¡Czzzz Cu¡w LE hm e¡ - "n¡e¤c¡,
samhala hai maine... yeh woh... kali kali ankhein....
bazigaar... H pjÙ¹ Qma b¡Lz a¡, HC k hÉ¡f¡lV¡ e¡, HC

hÉ¡f¡lV¡l SeÉ, j¡e HC h¡S¢Vw-Hl SeÉ k hÉ¡f¡lV¡, M¤hp¤¤l¢a
hÉ¡f¡lV¡, AeL hn£ hðaz kl SeÉ qua¡ LmL¡a¡l m¡Ll¡, not
only kolkata, all over India, ¢q¢¾c h¢mEX ¢gmÈl k HLV¡ hÉ¡f¡l,
pV¡ hn£ Ll ph S¡uN¡u Qmz

Photo: Suman Nandi
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•

L¡S
ahm¡, a¡lfl N¡e, a¡lfl HMe production QmR, ¢jE¢SL ¢XlLne
CµR¡ Ll j¡T j¡T, nM a...p…m¡ L¢lz HMe Bj¡l HLV¡ R¢h
¢l¢mS LlR ¢LR¤¢ce BN... "ah¤ Af¢l¢Qa" hm, S¡¢ee¡ ¢L quR e¡
quR...ah¤ Af¢l¢Qaz N¡e…m¡ M¤h i¡m ¢Rm Bl...HC…m¡C Ll¢R HMe
hÉp HV¡Cz

• ¢jE¢SL bl¡¢f
"kh ®L¡C h¡a ¢hNs k¡u" LÉ¡ep¡l l¦N£cl SeÉ hÉhq¡l qµR,a¡lfl
a¡j¡l bl¡¢f LlR Jl¡, L¡e ®qXg¡e ¢cu JC N¡e L¤¢sh¡l ¢a¢lnh¡l
®n¡e¡e¡ qµRz Bl kje dl¡ p¤CS¡lmÉ¡™ ®bL 240V¡ ®cn HMe, "L¥R
e¡ Lq¡" -l k frequency, pV¡ ¢eu experiment LlR, ®p¢lhË¡m
f¡m¢pl SeÉz ®a¡ HC…m¡, Hph ¢S¢ep…m¡ qµR.. Definately music
is a therapy... music is a medicine for so many diseases.

• p¡gmÉl fb
Basic education ¢nr¡ ¢eaC qhz HMe Bl ®pC Sj¡e¡ ®eC ®k...
f¤l¡ LÓ¡¢pL¡m ¢nMa B¢j L¡ELC hm¢R e¡, p ®kC ®q¡L, a¡L B¢j
f¤l¡ LÓ¡¢pL¡m Qm ka hm¢R e¡... N¡e N¡Ch¡l SeÉ f¤l¡ LÓ¡¢pL¡m
clL¡l, a¡ hm¢R e¡; ®p¢j LÓ¡¢pL¡m clL¡l m¡N Bl regular
lJu¡SV¡ clL¡l m¡N, Bl c¤ eðl Lb¡ qµR h¢pL La…m¡ nature
BR ®k…m¡L f¡ÒV¡a qu, ®kje j¡-h¡h¡ ®L i¡m¡h¡p¡, ®Mu¡m l¡M¡ HV¡ Bj¡l ja phQu priorityz secondary qµR, ®L ¢L LlR a¡l
¢cL ®h¢n dÉ¡e e¡ ®cJu¡, ®k k¡ LlR Ll¦L, B¢j Bj¡lV¡ ¢eu b¡¢Lz
Bl ¢ae eðl Lb¡ qµR frustration... ke ®L¡ejaC a¡L S¡uN¡
®cJu¡ e¡ quz frustrated qJu¡ j¡eC a¡l downfall öl¦ qu k¡Ju¡...
a¡ frustration Bpa ®cJu¡ E¢Qa euz kje, N¡e e¡ qm, e¡ qm...
Bph kMe pju qhz B¢j HLV¡ ¢S¢ep ph pju maintain L¢l...
k L¡e j¡e¤ol success Hl SeÉ talent, pju Bl luck - HC
¢aeV ¢S¢ep kMe HLp‰ ¢LÓL Ll aMez ®a¡ pjul SeÉ wait
Lla qhz pjul SeÉ You have to keep patience for that,
don’t get frustrated| Bl Bj¡l je qu HCph ¢S¢ep…m¡ HLVy
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maintain Llm, HLSe N¡uL, ®p k¢c HM¤¢e i¡h k B¢j BSLC
e¡j Ll ®gmh Bl L¡mLC B¢j ph Ll ®gmh... a¡qmC ®p jlmz
HC l¡Ù¹¡V¡ Hje l¡Ù¹¡, ®k ka a¡s¡a¡¢s Jfl k¡h... aa a¡s¡a¡¢s
fshz ka ®c¢l Ll Ll a¤¢j Jfl k¡h aa ®c¢l Ll Ll a¤¢j
®m¡Ll ®bL c¨l k¡hz p¤al¡w HCSeÉ hm¢R HC LuLV¡ ¢S¢ep j¡b¡u
l¡MaC qh k¡l¡ upcoming singer, Bl phQu hs Lb¡ ®kV¡
Lla k¡µR ®pV¡a perfect qJu¡l SeÉ basic kV¤L¤ training Hl
clL¡l ®pV¡ LlaC qhz Bl phÑf¢l, last B¢j ®k Lb¡ hmh, k¢c
a¡L iNh¡e Nm¡ ¢cu b¡L ahC ®p HC N¡el hÉ¡f¡l ®Qø¡ Ll¦L, e¡
qm ®Qø¡ e¡ Ll¡C i¡m...Bj¡l je qu|

• L¥j¡l n¡e¤ ¢hcÉ¡ ¢eLae
¢c¢õa HLV¡ school -l HL hRl qu ®Nm, JC Nl£h h¡µQ¡cl
fs¡e¡l hÉ¡f¡lz l¡Ù¹¡ ®bL h¡µQ¡ a¤m ¢eu Bp¡, j¡e k¡l¡ ¢iM¡l£ h¡
®Wm¡Ju¡m¡, ¢l„¡Ju¡m¡, Jcl h¡µQ¡, k¡l¡ HLcj ®R¡V ®R¡V h¡µQ¡, fl¡Cj¡¢l
¢nr¡ kV¡z a¡cl S¥a¡l bL ¢eu j¡b¡ fkÑ¿¹ k¡ ¢LR¥ m¡N, hCfšl,
hÉ¡N ®bL Blñ Ll... ¢V¢ge bL Blñ Ll... everything ph
B¢j provide L¢lz HMe Jcl JM¡e 70V¡ h¡µQ¡ luR... S¡uN¡V¡
Lj hm...a¡ Bl HLV¤ ®h¢n qm, BlJ 150-200 Se m¡Ce m¡¢Nu
luR...a¡ h¡sh BÙ¹ BBÙ¹... ®cM¡ k¡L, all over India a
®M¡m¡l CµR¡ BR Bj¡l - ÔL¤j¡l n¡e¤ ¢hcÉ¡ ¢eLaeÕz

• hð h‰¢mScl fË¢a
hð h‰¢m NË¤fl SeÉ...cM¤e B¡¢jJ HLSe h¡P¡¢m, a¡cl SeÉ phpju Bj¡l
öiµR¡ lCm, öi L¡je¡ lCmz Bfe¡l¡ ®k ¢S¢ep…m¡ LlRe, p…m¡ M¤h
i¡m¡ ¢S¢ep, a¡l SeÉ kMeC Bj¡l clL¡l fsh B¢j q¡¢Sl b¡Lhz Bl,
Bfe¡l¡ i¡m¡ L¡S Ll¦e... main ¢S¢ep qµR i¡m¡ i¡m¡ L¡S Ll¦e, a¡a
Ll better qhz öd¤ öd¤ JC... Bj¡l je qu c¤NÑ¡f¨S¡, L¡m£f¨S¡... H…m¡
Ll¡ i¡m¡, ¢L¿¹¥ Bj¡cl HM¡e klLj i¡h Ll¡ qu, pCM¡e k¢c LmL¡a¡l
hÉ¡f¡lV¡ e¡ follow e¡ Ll, HM¡eL¡l k L¡mQ¡l, k¡ h¡Cl ¢eu HpR,pC
L¡mQ¡lV¡L hlLl¡l l¡M¡ k¡u...Bj¡l je qu LmL¡a¡L e¡ follow Llm
HV¡a A®eL better qhz
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Photo: Suman Nandi

Watch Kumar Sanu’s Full Interview:
https://youtu.be/sWLfOqmtDvM
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a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j / GS¥lM Qœ²haÑ£
CaÙ¹a R¢su b¡L¡ mM¡fšl M¡m¡jL¥¢Q
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
AfQul l¡a…m¡ k¡ Awn¢hno S£hep§¢Ql
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
k ¢hfÔh qh e¡ a¡l üfÀ cM¡ ¢Ln¡l-c¤Q¡M
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
j¡ul N¡ul Nåj¡M¡ h¡¢am Ll¡ h¡¢mn-a¡oL
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
R¥Va R¥Va h¡Eä¡¢ll HLV¥ BN Q¡l b¡j¡e¡
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
Lb¡l g¡yL m¤¢Lu l¡M¡ e£lha¡l A¢ij¡eJ
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
Ap¤¤M¢hp¤¤M ¢eod-¢ec¡e f¢lu ¢Nu h¡yQ¡u gl¡
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
HL S£hel BdM¡e¡ k¡ C¢¾cÊucl M¡yQ¡u Ol¡
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
h¡¢L AdÑL Bf¡nj¤M£e ¢p¢Li¡N k¡l a’La¡
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
f¤sa f¤sa ¢eSC LMe B…e qm¡j pC rja¡
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
a¡j¡u ¢cm¡j
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..................

১
“িক

, সালা

সামনা হেব না, না?

... হারািমর

মারািব, লাইন ছাড়িব, আর সালা আিম

...”
গিতেত । রাত

বাইপাস ধের বাস তখন ছু টেছ
দাঁিড়েয় এক

িনেয়

কথা

বেল

সােড় দশটা ।

বােস । সামেনর দরজার কােছ

। িপছেনর দরজার সামনাসামিন দুজেনর িসেট বসা

বািপ

দাঁড়াল । জানালার িদেক ওর পােশর িসেট বসা িমতার হাত পা
, কথা

তােদর মুেখও । বািপর হােত

“ বািপ... িবলা কিরস না... এখােনই
সালা এই

। বােস

হেয়

। বােসর

উেঠ
কজন

হয়ত ।

ও এেগােত ভয়

... ফু েট যা...”
।

সােথ লটকােত

িসনমা হল চলেব না...

চাই...সালা আব জান

।

আ

হােত

“ আয়

, আেগ আয়...

আচমকা

টা ।

উঠল

আজ
।“িক

কষল

িদেক তািকেয় বািপ ।

”...

কােক
দাদা?

...”

যান বাস
। আচমকা

িপছেনর দরজা িদেয় এক লােফ িনেচ

একটু টাল

না কের সামেনর দরজা িদেয় নামল বািপ সরদার । বােসর
সমেয় এরকম

কষেল

এর

পু

ও সামেল িনেয় এক
অবকাশ

হেয়

হয়ত,

এবার ।

িমনিমন কের একটা

দুেটা আওয়াজ এেলা, “দাদা, তাড়াতািড় বাস টা ছাড়ুন...”

কেরিন

। রােতর

বাস ছু টল সামেন । িপছন

আ আ আ আ আ আ আ......... আর তারপেরই একটা দুউউউম কের
দুহােত মুখটা

ধরল িমতা । গা

এেলা একটা

...

আওয়াজ ।

ওর । বিম আসেছ । উফফফ...

..................................................................
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২
ঝাড়

জমজমাট । িকছু িদন আেগও মাওবাদী

শহরটা

,

আসেতা না

, একবার িকড িজ

িনেয় সুখী িদনযাপন অজেয়র ।

আর এক

, বাবােনর দুবছর

, কেব

হেয়

মন িদেয় সকােলর কাগজ পড়িছল অজয় । ইসসস... কলকাতার িক
বদমােয়শ

খানা হেয়

।

চু েল

পু

লােগ...

বড় ।

হাসপাতাল টাও

িহেসেব ভালই নাম হেয়েছ । আেগ হাসপাতােলর

আেগ একটা পুরেনা বািড় িকেনেছ ।

থাকেতা, বছর
“এই

। ঝাড়

এখন আর

ক’বছর কাটল ।

এখােন অজয়

ভেয় ভেয় থাকেতা, বাইের

করােব ওেক?”...

িদনিদন... রাজনীিত

অজয় ঘুের তাকাল । এই সময়টা ওেক

কথা

এত ভাল

িদেত যাবার িঘেয় রেঙর লাল পাড় গরেদর শািড়টা পের... খুব

লােগ ।
“ এই

, তু িম বেল িদেল, আজ ই খবর িনেয়

হাত টা ধের

... বদেল

আমার একটা...”
কেমিন ।

িনেজর কােছ টানল অজয়... িবেয়র এতিদন পেরও দুজেনর

“ এই, ছা
ছা ... হাবুর মা
...
... পু
িদেত
.............................................................................................

না?...”

৩
।

বাবান টা বড় হেয়

।

বেস িছল িমতা । আজ ওর

র টা িনেয়
সােথ মারামাির কেরেছ ।

করেতই পাের ।

িকছু বলল না । অজয় এেল

বলেত হেব । নাহ,

এখেনা ।

,

িফের মােঠ

িবেকল,

ডােয়ির

িলেখ িদেয়েছন

বাবান এেস

বেলিন । এই

হেয় এেলা...

করার কথা, কার
মা’

ও িনেজ
। উেঠ

ধুপ িদেত হেব

পড়ল িমতা ।
অজয়

ডােয়ির টা

, অজেয়র িফের এক

। অজয়
বেক

িকছু

মানুষ ।

খা

যায় না,

ডাকল অজয় । ... “ িক হেয়িছল

মারা

দূের থাক, একটা িদনও বেকিন । অজয় বেল,
হয় ।

হেয় িমশেত হয়, তারপর বুিঝেয়
বাবান ?”

গলায় জানেত চাইল অজয় ।

বাইের এেস

দাঁড়াল িমতা ।
সামেন দাঁিড়েয়

বাবান ।

বাবার িদেক তািকেয় বলল, ... “ বদমাইিশ করিছল আমার সােথ, সালা

িদেয়িছ কােনর িনেচ বািজেয়...”
অবাক হেয়

িদেক তািকেয় িছল অজয়...

ঘেরর দরজার সামেন দাঁিড়েয় তখন িমতার মাথা
পা
একটা
.......................................................................................
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বাড়ী – অিভেষক
বােপর বাড়ীেত
িবেয়র পর

,

মজুমদার

িনেজর বাড়ী নয়

বাড়ী, পেরর ঘর হয় ।
এটািনেজর মােয়র মুেখ

আিম
লািলত পািলত হেয়িছ
সুেখ ।
মােয়র কথা মেন
িসঁদর
ু িদলাম মাথায়,
চললাম আিম রেথ
অ
।
পেরর ঘের িদলাম আিম পািড়

অেবাধ মনেক
িদলাম,
িনেজর
বাড়ী ।
মেনর িভতর
আশা গড়ব িনেজর ঘর
ছাদ থাকেব চার
‘পর ।
িনেজর িবেয়র গয়না িদেয়, টাকা কের ধার
হল
,
, এটা হেব আমার
সাজালাম তােক
, মেনর মত কের
আমরণ এই চার
আঁকেড় থাকব ধের
ধােরর টাকা
হেব, তাঁর কাঁেধ কাঁধ িমিলেয়

িনেয় ।

করলাম,
আমার বাড়ীেত
?
আওয়ােজ
চু রমার, যত িছল
বুঝলাম তখন গয়না িছল,

মূলধন
।

আমার নয়,
আিম
বাবার পর
,
পর আেস

বেল, এই
ভাড়া িদেয়, এস আমার বাড়ী চেল ।
হাসলাম মেন মেন – দুিনয়াটা নয়ত
হাঁটলাম ঘর
, এই ফিকরও নয়
িব
কাগেজ খবের হেব বার
সামেন
আিম, পড়বনা
সবার ।
হবনা আিম, সবার সােথ করব আিড়

বাঁচব আিম আমার মত, হেব আমার
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KUMARTULI

The very word evokes amongst all Bengalis, the huge majestic idols of Ma Durga killing Mahishashur!
And the feverish pace at which the artisans are working to get them completed on time. These idols
are not only to be worshipped in Kolkata, but many of them are to be shipped much in advance to all
parts of India and the world. In fact, I was pleasantly surprised to see one website which was
booking them online! Who would have thought such a day would come!
The artisans of Kumartuli are tucked away in the small bylanes of Ward no. 9 of Kolkata Municipal
Corporation. It is located in the region between the Hoogly River and Rabindra Sarani, where the
potters had been allotted space to live in, by the British. Different areas had been designated for
specific jobs.
Kumartuli has now become a hub for tourists and especially for photographers, especially during the
Puja season when the artisans are hard at work in making the different aspects of the idols. It is a
delight to see the idols slowly coming to life from the simple structures made of bamboo, tied with
jute; then onto the application of clay till one can finally see the actual shape; the application of
colour; the draping of clothes; and finally donning the jewellery. One generally has to pay a fee of Rs.
50 to the committee office if one wants to click photos freely. However this aspect is not monitored
closely by most artisans and many photographers slyly avoid paying the fees even though the
experience is certainly worth every paisa.

Of course, the start of idol-making starts in the month of August on Akshaya Tritiya, when clay from
the banks of River Ganga and soil from Sonagachi (the red-light area of Kolkata) is brought and
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mixed. This clay is used to make the idols. The eyes of the idols are painted on Mahalaya which
symbolizes the start of the Pujas. This event is called ChakkuDaan. A ritual is followed by the artisans
before this and they usually fast on the day prior to Mahalaya and consume vegetarian food.

The streets of Kumartuli are jam-packed with small workshops, where the artisans have been
carrying out this work for generations, in very poor living conditions. Even the lighting in the
workshops is pathetic. Yet, it is such a joy to see them bring each idol to life so painstakingly and
with such devotion and care. Another thing to note is that each family hasits own uniqueness.
Though most of the artisans are predominantly male, female artisans are also making their presence
felt and are storming the male bastion.
Some of the leading names among the artisans are Mohan Rudra Pal, Ganesh Pal, and Aloke Sen. The
women leading the fray include Minati Pal, Kanchi Pal, and Soma Pal.
The major work for the artisans is for the Durga idol along with the other associated idols for Durga
puja. After Durga Puja, the artisans continue to work as Durga Puja is followed by Kali Puja. Then
follows the Mansa Puja, Saraswati Puja, Biswakarma Puja, and Ganesh Chaturthi. Even with
continuous work throughout the year, my talk with the artisans revealed that it is hard for them to
make both ends meet as they have to invest a huge amount before sale takes place.
Nowadays the idols are being shipped to Bengali Associations the world over – the US, Hungary,
Russia, Austria, Australia, Nigeria, Malaysia and many other countries. Many idols are being made of
shola pith, fiberglass, and other materials that enable the idols to be much lighter and easier to
handle. Though, such idols are gaining popularity, yet nothing beats the idols made of clay in the
traditional way.
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A few years back, I tagged along with my husband to Kumartuli (albeit a little unwillingly) as I was
bored sitting at home. But once there, I was so mesmerized by the way the idols were being made
that I did not know how quickly four hours had gone by. My husband, a hardcore photographer,
must have taken hundreds of photographs. I came home that day, but by evening I was wishing to go
back again. Thus it happened that we kept going back for 3-4 days more till it was time for us to
come back to Delhi.

The Pujas are almost here now and my husband is wishing he could go and take just a few more
photograph in Kumartuli till Ma Durga and her family are bid goodbye in Kumartuli and add
splendour in some pandal in Kolkata or anywhere else in the world!

Sujata Chhetri Banerjee (Article) and Chinmoy Banerjee (Photographs), Delhi.
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The Sweating Engineer & Saurav Ganguly
“CaptainTMT
কাজ করার কাজ করার সময়
দা
, ভীষনই ভােলা
মানুষ এবং খুবই
, খুবই
কের ইউিনটেক, মােঝ মােঝ মজাও কের কােজর
ফাঁেক, খুবই গরম িছেলা ওই সময়টায় আিম রাজারহােট একটা হাই রাইেস
করিছলাম,
আিম আবার খুিব ঘািম, আর আমার
িছেলা িসিনয়ার
, তাই আমেক
অেতা ঘামেত
আমােক মজা কের
বলল
এখন
আিম “The
Sweating Engineer” বেল ডাকেবা!” – Nilanjan Datta, Actor.

Picture: Sourav Ganguly and Nilanjan Datta
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Did you ever have an EAR / HEARING problem or a
SPEECH issue??
Know your Doctor…
‘Audiologist and Speech - Language Therapist’!
The field of Allied-Medical Health Sciences!!!!
Allied-Medical Health Professions are a distinct group of medical health professionals who apply
their expertise to prevent, diagnose, treat and rehabilitate people of all ages and all specialties. They
may deliver direct patient care, rehabilitation, treatment, diagnostics and health improvement
interventions to restore and maintain optimal physical, sensory, psychological, cognitive and social
functions. One of the branches is known as Audiology and Speech Language Pathology’!
Audiology is derived from Latin word audīre means "to hear"; and from Greek word -λογία, -logia. It
is a branch of science that studies hearing, balance & related disorders. Hearing & balance disorders
can be assessed, treated, and rehabilitated by an Audiologist. Audiologists are those health care
professionals who have knowledge in human anatomy and physiology related to hearing disorders,
hearing aids, cochlear implants, electrophysiology, acoustics, psychophysics, neurology, pediatrics,
ENT, vestibular function and assessment, balance disorders & counseling. An Audiologist’s
qualifications are known as Bachelor of Audiology and Speech language pathology (BASLP), Master
of Audiology and Speech Language Pathology (MASLP), Doctor of Audiology (Au.D), Ph.D in
Audiology depending on the program and country.
The role of an audiologist is to identify, diagnose, and manage disorders of human ear, hearing,
balance, and tinnitus; interpret test results of behavioral and objective measures. Also to assess the
candidacy of persons with hearing impairement for hearing aids, cochlear implants, middle-ear
implant, provide fittings – programming of these medical devices, and rehabilate audiologically to
ensure the best possible outcomes for the patients. It is also a responsibility to supervise & conduct
universal newborn hearing screening programs for babies at the first week of their birth itself,
evaluate & treat / manage children and adults with central (brain) auditory processing disorders and
to assess speech-language functions & adequacy, and other factors affecting communication
function for the purposes of audiological evaluation and/or initial identification of individuals with
other communication disorders.
Only an Audiologist is legally allowed to assess need & type of hearing aids, prescribe and fit /
program hearing aids - cochlear implants for any age group.
Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) work to prevent, assess, diagnose, and treat speech, language,
communication, neurological speech disorders, cognitive-communication, and swallowing disorders
in children and adults. SLPs qualifications are Bachelor of Audiology and speech language pathology
(BASLP), Master of Audiology and Speech Language Pathology (MASLP), Ph.D in Speech Language
Pathology depending on the program and country.
The Speech disorders occur when a person has difficulty producing Speech Sounds correctly, Fluency
problems (stuttering / stammering) or has problems with his or her Voice. Language disorders occur
when a person has trouble understanding others i.e. comprehension or receptive language, or
sharing thoughts, ideas, and feelings i.e. expressive language. Language disorders may be spoken or
written and may involve the form, content and/or use of language in functional and socially
appropriate ways. Neurological speech disorders are the speech and language problems due to brain
damage. Communication disorders occur when a person has trouble with the social use of verbal
and nonverbal communication. These are pertaining to the developmental and acquired
communication and speech disorders. Social communication disorders are also found individuals
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with other conditions, such as traumatic brain injury. Cognitive-communication disorders include
problems organizing thoughts, paying attention, remembering, planning, and/or problem-solving.
These disorders usually happen as a result of a Stroke, Traumatic brain injury, or Dementia, although
they can be Congenital. Swallowing disorders are feeding and swallowing difficulties, which may
follow an illness, surgery, stroke, or injury. The developmental speech and communication disorders
include autism, attention deficit hyperactive disorders, hearing impaired, mental retardation,
syndromes, craniofacial abnormalities, congenital neurological impairments, Learning disability etc.
The acquired neurological disorders include those with language problems (aphasia), speech
problem (dysarthria, apraxia), swallowing problems, communication problems, motor speech
disorders.
In addition, speech-language pathologists may prepare future professionals in colleges and
universities, manage agencies, clinics, hospital or private practices, engage in research to enhance
knowledge about human communication processes, develop new methods and equipment to
evaluate problems, establish more effective treatments, investigate behavioral patterns associated
with communication disorders and work with employees to improve communication with their
patients.
Hence it is essential to know the medical professionals and their specialty in order to get treated in
the right way and enjoy higher quality of life!!!
Dr. (Ms) Anindita A. Banik- (MASLP, BASLP)
Audiologist & Speech – Language Pathologist
Ali Yavar Jung National Institute for the Hearing Handicapped, India
aninditabanik20@gmail.com
Dr. Aninda Duti A. Banik, (MASLP, SLVR, PGDREPY, PGDDE)
Senior Audiologist – SLP & Specialist in Cochlear Implants – Hearing Aids
Specialist in Voice rehabilitation post Laryngectomy
anindabanik1@gmail.com
Dr. Arun Banik,
Ph.D, M.S. (U.K.), Msc (Speech and Hearing), M.A (Distance Education), PGDHRM, PGDDE,
Research Scholar at University Roehampton London and Charles University, Czech Republic
Reader (Speech & Hearing) and Head - MDD,
Ali Yavar Jung National Institute for the Hearing Handicapped, Mumbai.
Former Director – NCDS, IGNOU
arunbanik@rediffmail.com
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DAHI CHICKEN LASOONI RECIPE

Bengalis love to eat and are experts at cooking up a storm and feeding people. So Madhumita has
lived up to every bong’s name: eating and feeding GORB-worthy food. She has multiplied the
acknowledgement, tips and love showered on her over the years for her cooking abilities. If you
crave for Kolkata’s authentic delicacies, it’s time to binge the Bong way!
ONE OF MY NON-VEG RECIPES – DAHI CHICKEN LASOONI
INDIAN CUISINE
INGREDIENTS
Chicken – 1kgs.
Onion – 5 medium sized
Curd – 400/500 gm
Garlic – 1 whole big size garlic
Green Chilli – 10 pieces
Sesame seeds – 1 tablespoon
Roasted Peanuts – 1 tablespoon
Coriander Powder – 3 tablespoon
Green Cardamom – 4/5 pieces
Sugar - ½ teaspoon
Kasoori methi and salt as per taste.
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METHOD
Wash the chicken and drain out excess water, marinate the chicken with curd, coriander powder,
green chilli paste, garlic chopped or paste and two sliced fried onions (For better results,to make
them crispy, soak sliced onions in half cup milk for 10 minutes and deep fry them ). Keep it aside for
atleast half an hour.
Heat oil in a pan, add half-crushed green cardamom and three finely chopped onions, stir till light
brown. Now, add marinated chicken, stir well and close the lid in medium flame for 7-8 minutes till
the Chicken is soft.
Meanwhile, roast sesame seeds (teel) and peanuts in a separate pan. Allow it to cool down and
grind. Now, add this rough powder to the chicken and fry the chicken until the oil separates from the
mixture.
Add sugar and two cups of water (for gravy) and close the lid in simmer for 2-3 minutes. Sprinkle
Kasoori methi to enhance the flavour. Now, your sumptuous Dahi Chicken lasooni is ready to eat
with Parantha.
NOTE: Use less oil as sesame seeds and nuts are used in the recipe.
TIPS: For better fragrance, before adding crush kasoori methi between your palms. This dish is very
rich in its flavours and is very close to my heart.
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The feeling of Falling in Love & Getting Engaged and Married
Between our laughs, long talks, stupid fights and jokes…we fell in love. Well, probably these are the
perfect words to describe our journey song, which started from a friendship to getting married.
Falling in love for the first time – the feeling is so special and strong that you can cherish it for life
long. Your whole love life may be good, happy together, full of excitement, but that time is
something special, something different when you have just started falling love. In the very first
phase you are obscure if you really love him or you are simply getting a bit possessive of him, or is it
that you want to spent much more time with him just because he is your best friend. Once with
whom you spoke nonsense endlessly over the whole night, gossiped, had silly quarrels and stupid
fights without any hesitation, and then suddenlyone day you find yourself staring at him and if
caught doing so, you manage to stare away with a stupid smile. Your heart skipped a beat while
meeting him or sometimes the talkative you found just no to utter while he is sitting in front of you.
You getting jealous if he shares his attentions/time with others. And despite of all your emotional
changes you are absolutely clueless why all this is happening, why you are behaving like a'fool'.and
then one day you realise that a boring surrounding now suddenly feel' cool', routine office seems so
attractive, the sleepy feeling during training sessions seems interesting..., and you no longer feel
angry after a boring movie...just because HE is around. You try to explain all that it’s not only 'him'
but the whole group of friends matters. Probably the more you try to ignore the feelings the deeper
its impact is on you. most important the changes are in your daily routine; your lazy evening
becomes super busy with the endless chats, and friends get surprised with your changes from
“super unresponsive to messages” to “always online” & its just because, now-a-days you always
want to be with him either ways .. Physically or through phone and thus the phone is inseparable
from you; and the sleepaholic you suddenly start enjoying your sleepless nights with that special
endless phone call. You start missing him like anything, round the clock.
When you finally give the clearance to yourself that" yes"…
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'You are in love’, then comes the period of anxiety & confusion i.e Whether he also feels the
same,.you are in a dilemma whether you should just go & tell him that you love him, or, just wait
for him to speak out, What happens ifhe rejects your proposal, what about the friendship; well, as a
matter of fact neither do you want to loose your best friend & his precious friendship for anything
else, nor can you justsupress your emotions anymore. It’s the combined feeling of confusion,
anxiety, fear, excitement & nervousness. And then off course the feeling butterflies flying in your
stomach when the magical moment finally arrives and yes you know that he is also in love with you.
You feel like shouting & letting the whole world know that your best friend is now your boyfriend.
The days passes by like nothing can be better than these – dating, hangouts, chatting, ph calls, cat
fights and everything seems to be getting more exciting day by day; you start enjoying life from a
different angle.
But the feeling of falling in love always wont be a happy feeling!. Well, may be in those days you find
yourself a bit emotional charged. Once you love someone you automatically have some expectations
from him, and quite naturally all your expectations may not meet and that feeling makes you sad.
You always want to spend time with him, want to celebrate your special days with him, which is not
possible all the time and the result is the "depressed" you, emotional fights and sleepless nights. But
one thing is true that all these fights often spices up your relationships, As one "sorry" can make the
heart melt again... Although it has some emotional outbursts, the feeling is really good when after so
many ups & downs you guys finally make it to the marriage isle. Actually you can’t describe the
heavenly feelings in words, when you find that you two are planning to get married.
Then finally You meet each others family; both families meet and decide the Date and all other
accompanied rituals and functions; so many planning, preparations and bookings and most
importantly so plannings to make your big day so special.In this busy schedule you just won't realize
how a couple of months wizzed past within a blink of an eye and then one fine day youfinally find
that you are getting engaged on the next weekend!
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And then that very special evening finally arrives with a lot of excitement and of course a little bit of
nervousness when you see him entering the hallway. Again the butterflies are back to makes sure
you can feel its presence in your stomach. You feel absolutely speechless and most probably
completely blank when you just go through the functions and with elder’s blessings, warm wishes
from the friends and family and hundreds of flashes of camera while you exchange rings – you get
engaged, followed by the marriage registration. Just after a few signatures and the oath of the
marriage, the registrar let you read together....behold..... your marital status is changed from
bachelorette to married… just within a few hours; it happened before even you could really just
imagine. The two corporate partners now becomes life partners, now your best friend is officially
your husband.
Here comes the much more awaited wedding & honeymoon plans. Well again a few sleepless nights,
calls, thousands of discussions and silly fights regarding the honeymoon destination, planning for a
lot of things you always wanted to do together in a holiday and more. Now you are going to have a
lots of new responsibilities. After a few months you will be in a completely new family, new place,
with a couple of new people, you must be thinking of all these things all together with a little bit of
jitters and apprehensions. If you will settle in a new city the excitement level must be much higher;
new city, new people, new friends, different lifestyle,. And finally comes the preparations for your
wedding day and of course the shopping part for the big fat Bengali wedding., your big day for which
you spoke endlessly planning a lot, dreaming a lot and a thousands of planning...... How you want to
present yourself - in a traditional attire or will try something different, your make up do – if you
want to be a gorgeous bride or a cute Bengali one and so on. You can feel someone so special so
important these days, when so many huge arrangements are going on just for you two; everybody’s
centre of attraction is you and only you. The usual make up not so conscious girl now becomes a
super perfectionist regarding each and every minute detail of her pre bridal beauty cares, dresses,
make up, jewellery and all littke aspects dealing with her marriage. Really these days are something
you must enjoy completely .Probably these mixed feelings of excitement, happiness and
nervousness, won’t come back in your life again.
Once everything is settled down, you will be wondering how fast the time flew from the day you
met, you started working together, your friendship grew, you fell in love, decided to get married
and now you are engaged and legally married and area just couple of days away from your social
marriage, waiting eagerly for your special day for which you dreamt for years.
This is just the begining of a new chapter in our life......and this is how our story evolved...Devdutta's
and Baishali's...........

Pic Courtesy & Article: Baishali Sen
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PUJOR FASHION
As The Durga Puja comes knocking at the door, the bengalis specially are all geared up to dress
themselves to the best during the festive days.its always the best that the women wants to be
decked with in this festive season. And here comes Stree D Ideas to bring you all the best of
sarees to drape the beautiful women this season. Stree D Ideas is the brainchild of duo sisters,
Ruma Ghosh and Pompa Nag. They started their business rather then business their passion for
good quality and good looking sarees in the year 2001. Their sarees are totally designed,
conceptualised and the saree material meticulously handpicked by them. Their saree exhibhition
every year extends from USA, Singapore to the whole of India.
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Says Ruma di the elder of the two siblings "there is no place for compromise in the quality of the
sarees, which includes the material, colour, design, the saree as a whole.each work on saree are
unique and are done under the strict vigilance of me or my sister, the workers are experts in
these and are with us for years togathers "the speciality of stree D concept comprises of Kantha
works, kalamkari (appliqué), batik (highlight on batik), acid painting, bhagalpuri, silks, traditional
bengali sarees as well like tassar, garod silk etc.
Their participation in prestigious Kala Ghoda festival in 2015 has showcased their collection of
sarees and the exhibition their sarees were a huge success and wholely appreciated by the
customers. Says the younger sibling Pompa Di "for us creating a saree is like putting all our
passion, skills and art in it, this is just not a business but creation of our own passion...
Customers are like our friends and thus we always try to give our best work.we both sisters as
we bond in real life we bond in creativity too and thus form the patterns of the sarees".
This Durgapuja Stree D Ideas have some lovely suggestions for you for your Durga Puja days:
SASTHI Morning: Floral Painting or Handloom with Jute Pallu.
SASTHI Evening: Handloom Cotton Embroidery and Bhagalpuri Tassar Silk.

SAPTAMI Morning: Tassar with Applique
SAPTAMI Evening: Batik with Highlight and Kovai Silk from South India.
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ASHTAMI Morning: Silk Gadwal.
ASHTAMI Evening: South Silk Uppara.

NABAMI Morning: Batik Highlight and Bhagalpuri Tassar.
NABAMI Evening: Kantha (Bangalore Silk) and Bhagalpuri Tassar.

Lovely sarees with lovely colours to drape your festive season. Check in fb page "stree D ideas"
to get more view of this beautiful world of rich sarees.

The duo sisters operate it from home and are available with prior appointments only.
-
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The Uncommon Connection: Ritwik Ghatak & Guru Dutt

Ritwik Ghatak considered as one of the greatest and most significant filmmakers in Indian & Bengali
cinema and Guru Dutt, often credited with ushering in the golden era of Hindi cinema had things
very similar often overlooked. Though both the Legends were overlooked in their own lifetimes, they
belatedly generated international recognition. Both Ghatak and Dutt started their directorial careers
in early fifties. Dutt’s debut film was Baazi in 1951 whereas Ghatak’s debut film was Nagarik in 1952.
What’s interesting and overlooked is that both these film-makers have directed eight movies in their
lifetime. Ritwik Ghatak’s immortal eight films are Nagarik (The Citizen) (1952/1977), Ajantrik (The
Unmechanical or The Pathetic Fallacy) (1958), Bari Theke Paliye (The Runaway) (1958), Meghe Dhaka
Tara (The Cloud-Capped Star) (1960), Komol Gandhar (E-Flat) (1961), Subarnarekha (1962/1965),
Titash Ekti Nadir Naam (A River Called Titash) (1973) and Jukti Takko Aar Gappo (Reason, Debate and
a Story) (1974). Guru Dutt’s unforgettable eight films are Baazi (A Game of Chance) (1951), Jaal (The
Net) (1952), Baaz (The Hawk) (1953), Aar Paar ( This or That) (1954), Mr. & Mrs. '55 (1955), Sailaab
(1956), Pyaasa (The Thirsty) (1957) and Kaagaz Ke Phool (1959).
Guru Dutt was born as Vasanth Kumar Shivashankar Padukone in Bangalore on 9th July, 1925 and
Ritwik Kumar Ghatak was born in Rajshahi (the then East Bengal and presently Bangladesh) on 4th
November, 1925. Ritwik Ghatak moved to Calcutta (now Kolkata) with his family during the Bengal
Famine on 1943 whereas Guru Dutt moved to Calcutta and settled in Bhowanipur as his father got a
job in the city. Guru Dutt entered the film industry in 1944 with a job of a choreographer in Prabhat
Film Company, Poona (now Pune) whereas Ghatak entered the film industry in 1950 as an assistant
director and actor. Ritwik Ghatak was also briefly at Pune as he taught at Film & Television Institute
of India (FTII) in 1966. Dutt married well known playback singer Geeta Ghosh Roy Chowdhuri famous
as Geeta Dutt in 1953 and Ghatak married Surama Ghatak in 1955.
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Ritwik Ghatak acted in six movies namely Tathapi (1950), Chinnamool (1951), Kumari Mon (1962),
Subarnarekha (1962/1965), Titash Ekti Nadir Naam (1973) and Jukti Takko Aar Gappo (1974). Guru
Dutt acted in 17 films namely Chand (1944), Lakha Rani (1945), Hum Ek Hain (1946), Baaz (1953), Aar
Paar (1954), Mr. & Mrs. '55 (1955), Pyaasa (1957), 12 O'Clock (1958), Kaagaz Ke Phool (1959),
Chaudhvin Ka Chand (1960), Sautela Bhai (1962), Sahib Bibi Aur Ghulam (1962), Bharosa (1963),
Bahurani (1963), Suhagan (1964), Sanjh Aur Savera (1964) and Picnic (1964) (Incomplete).
Again talking on incomplete films, both these film-makers had quite a few. Ghatak’s incomplete films
were Bedeni (1951), Kato Ajanare (1959), Bagolar Bangodarshan (1964–65), Ronger Golam (1968)
and Ramkinkar (1975). And Guru Dutt’s incomplete films were Gauri (1957) and Picnic (1964).
Guru Dutt had produced eight films: Aar Paar (1955), C.I.D. (1956), Pyaasa (1957), Gauri (1957) ,
Kaagaz Ke Phool (1959), Chaudhvin Ka Chand (1960), Sahib Bibi Aur Ghulam (1962) and Baharein Phir
Bhi Aayengi (1966) too whereas Ghatak had written six films: Musafir (1957), Madhumati (1958),
Swaralipi (1960), Kumari Mon (1962), Deeper Nam Tiya Rong (1963) and Rajkanya (1965) apart from
his own films.
Even in Death they had a thing in common - pain. Guru Dutt passed away on 10th October, 1964 as
he was found dead in his apartment. His death was caused due to overdose of alcohol and sleeping
pills. Ritwik Ghatak passed away on 6th February, 1974 at Calcutta’s SSKM hospital as he suffered
from cholera. He was also on high alcohol.
“My first film was called a picaresque episodic film along the lines of the eighteenth century Spanish
novel Gil Blas De Santillane; the second was called a film of documentary approach; the next was a
melodrama, and the fourth, nothing at all, just no film.” ~~~ Ritwik Ghatak (Cinema and I).
“Life mein, yaar, kya hai? Do hi toh cheezen hai – kamyaabi aur failure. There is nothing in between."
("What is there in life, friend? There are only two things - success and failure. There is nothing in
between.") ~~~ Guru Dutt.
-
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BOMBAY – City of Dreams
Bombay or Mumbai, this great bustling city was developed by "migrants" from other regions of
India, especially the Parsis and Gujaratis from Gujarat. The Parsis, who helped the English develop
Surat, came here first even before the English were given the islands; and this highly enterprising
community helped the English to reclaim vast stretches of water in order to join the islands, build its
first causeways, docks and shipbuilding yards. Followed by Parsis, Gujaratis&Marwaris developed
business and trade. Today Mumbai receives several thousand migrants from all across India, every
day, and the city is bursting to a breaking point.
Although the archipelago which developed into the modern city of Mumbai was inhabited whenever
history chanced on it, we are forced to imagine the lives of these early Mumbaikars, because the
islands lay outside of the sweep of history and beyond the marches of armies for millennia. Stone
age implements have been found at several sites in these islands. Later, around the third century BC,
the coastal regions, and presumably the islands, were part of the Magadhanempire ruled by
the emperor Ashok. The empire ebbed, leaving behind some Buddhist monks and the deep-sea
fishermen called Kolis, whose stone goddess, Mumbadevi, gave her name to the modern metropolis.
Between the 9th and 13th centuries, the Indian Ocean, and especially the Arabian Sea, was the
world's centre of commerce. Deep sea crafts made of wood tied together with ropes transported
merchandise between Aden, Calicut, Cambay and cities on the West coast of Africa. Marco Polo,
IbnBatuta and other travellers passed by without ever making a landfall in these islands.
Bombay changed hands many times. The islands belonged to the Silhara dynasty till the middle of
the 13th century. The oldest structures in the archipelago--- the caves at Elephanta, and part of
the Walkeshwar temple complex probably date from this time. Modern sources identify a 13th
century Raja Bhimdev who had his capital in Mahikawati-- present-day Mahim, and Prabhadevi.
Presumably the first merchants and agriculturists settled in Mumbai at this time. In 1343 the island
of Salsette, and eventually the whole archipelago, passed to the Sultan of Gujarat. The mosque
in Mahim dates from this period.
In 1508 Francis Almeida sailed into the deep natural harbour of the island his countrymen came to
call Bom Bahia (the Good Bay). Bahadur Shah of Gujarat was forced to cede the main islands to the
Portuguese in 1534, before he was murdered by the proselytizing invaders. The Portuguese built a
fort in Bassein (Vasai). They were not interested in the islands, although some fortifications and a
few chapels were built for the converted fishermen. The St. Andrew's church in Bandra dates from
this period.
For years, the Dutch and the British tried to get information on the sea route to India- often by
spying. Even the reports of such spiesnever bother to mention Bombay. Eventually, in 1661,
Catherine of Braganza brought these islands to Charles II of England as part of her marriage
dowry. The British East India Company received it from the crown in 1668, founded the modern city,
and shortly thereafter moved their main holdings from Surat to Bombay. George Oxenden was the
first governor of a Bombay whose place in history was finally secure.
The web of commerce which had supported the civilisation of the Indian Ocean littoral had died with
the coming of the Europeans. The Mughal empire in Delhi was not interested in navies-- despising
the Portuguese and the British as ``merchant princes''. The second governor of Bombay, Gerald
Aungier, saw the opportunity to develop the islands into a centre of commerce to rival other ports
still in the hands of local kingdoms. He offered various inducements to skilled workers and traders to
move to this British holding. The opportunities for business attracted many Gujarati communities--40 | P a g e
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the Parsis, the Bohras, Jews and banias from Surat and Diu. The population of Bombay was
estimated to have risen from 10,000 in 1661 to 60,000 in 1675.
Through the 18th century British power and influence grew slowly but at the expense of the local
kingdoms. The migration of skilled workers and traders to the safe-haven of Bombay continued. The
shipbuilding industry moved to Bombay from Surat with the coming of the Wadias. Artisans from
Gujarat, such as goldsmiths, ironsmiths and weavers moved to the islands and coexisted with the
slave trade from Madagascar. During this period the first land-use laws were set up in Bombay,
segregating the British part of the islands from theblack town.
With increasing prosperity and growing political power following the 1817 victory over the
Marathas, the British embarked uponreclamations and large scale engineering works in Bombay. The
sixty years between the completion of the vellard at Breach Candy (1784) and the construction of
the Mahim Causeway (1845) are the heroic period in which the seven islands were merged into one
landmass. These immense works, in turn, attracted construction workers, like the Kamathis from
Andhra, who began to come to Bombay from 1757 on. A regular civil administration was put in place
during this period. In 1853 a 35-km long railway line between Thana and Bombay was inaugurated-the first in India. Four years later, in 1854, the first cotton mill was founded in Bombay. With the
cotton mills came large scale migrations of Marathi workers, and the chawls which accommodated
them. The city had found its shape.
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SEVEN ISLANDS
The seven islands of Bombay were an archipelago of islands that were, over a span of five centuries,
connected to form the area of the modern city of Mumbai. The seven islands were gradually
physically united through land reclamation projects. The original archipelago was composed of the
following islands:
Isle of Bombay, Colaba, Old Woman’s Island (Little Colaba), Mahim, Mazagaon, Parel and Worli. The
nearby islands of Trombay and Salsette were merged to form Greater Bombay. The remaining
islands are: Gharapuri Island/Elephanta Island, Butcher Island, Middle Ground Coastal Battery,
Oyster Rock, East Ground.
It took over 150 years to join the original seven islands of Mumbai. These seven islands were lush
green thickly wooded, and dotted with 22 hills, with the Arabian Sea washing through them at high
tide.
The original island of Mumbai (Isle of Mumbai) was only 24 km long and 4 km wide from Dongri to
Malabar Hill (at its broadest point).
Seven Islands of Bombay:Isle of Mumbai: This island was the main harbour and the Base of the British from where the city
expanded. The island stretched from Malabar Hill on the west to Dongri in the East where it formed
a natural harbour. To its north at the Malabar hill end lay the Island of Worli, while the Island of
Mazgaon lay across a creek from the Dongri end. The island of Colaba and the Old Woman's
Island lay to the south of the isle. In the Eighteenth century, the isle was merged with its
neighbouring landmasses of Worli (in 1784 by the building of the Hornby Vellard) and with Colaba
Island via the construction of the Colaba Causeway. This island was the largest and where the English
built the Fort; eventually this area grew to become the heart of commercial part of Mumbai.
Colaba (Kolbhat): This was the southernmost island of the 7 original island of Mumbai. The word
Kolbhat comes from a Koli word, the Kolis are the original indigenous people of Mumbai. They can
still be seen in their dress meant for convenience and comfort during fishing- the men wear a loose
shirt and a red and orange checked loincloth upto the knees, and the women in their very colourful
saris tucked in between the legs. Their hard work at the wharfs give many of them well trimmed
bodies and a very tanned skin from working in the sun.
Old Woman's Island: North of Kolbhat (Colaba) this tiny island was named from an Arabic derivation
meaning Al-Omani because the fisherfolk, the Kolis, once fished all the way to the Gulf of Oman.
Mahim: This westernmost island of the original seven islands of old Bombay and lying just south of
the very large Island of Bassien or Vasai which remained Portuguese territory upto the early
1700s.The seven islands were gifted to the English as dowry for the marraige of the English King
Charles II to Catharine of Braganza, Portugal.Still earlier, Mahim was part of the kingdom of a Hindu
king in the 13th century
Mazgaon: The word Mazagaon has been derived from the Sanskrit Matsya Gram, meaning fishing
village. The original inhabitants were speculated to be tribals of Agari (salt-workers)
and Koli (fishermen) tribes. However, folk etymology derives Mazagaon from the Marathi
MazaGaon, meaning my village. Another etymological claim suggests Portuguese origin, with the
name borrowed from a city and fort of Mazagão in Morocco (now El Jadida) established by
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Portuguese in the beginning of the 16th century who totally evacuated to the Portuguese colony of
Brazil in 1769. One of Mazagaon's oldest claims to fame was a variety of mango trees which fruited
twice a year. Apparently a few such trees were extant well into the 20th century. The small island
was rocky, with a hill rising at the north, and forming a cliff over the harbour. To see what Mazagaon
might once have been, one has to visit any of the tiny rocky islands bearing mango trees and small
villages further down the Konkan coast.
Parel: This island, the second largest, also called Matunga, Dharavi and Sion, names still retained as
postal regions of Greater Mumbai, was also inhabitated by Kolis.
Worli: This narrow island, Worli, again from a Koli word, was separated from old Bombay by a sea
breach.

Other Islands – Salsette&Trombay
Salsette: The cities of Thane and Mira-Bhayandar lie on it, making it very populous and one of
the most densely populated islands in the world. Salsette is bounded on the north by Vasai Creek, on
the northeast by the Ulhas River, on the east by Thane Creek and Bombay Harbour, and on the south
and west by the Arabian Sea. The original seven islands of Bombay, which were merged by land
reclamation during the 19th and early 20th centuries to form the city of Mumbai, are now practically
a southward protruding peninsula of the much larger Salsette Island.
The island of Trombay that was to the southeast of Salsette is today part of Salsette as much of the
intervening swamps have been reclaimed. It contains Borivali National Park, also known as Sanjay
Gandhi National Park. The city of Thane is at the northeastern corner, on the Thane Creek while its
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suburb Mira-Bhayander lies in the northwest corner. Politically, the Mumbai City district covers the
peninsula south of Mahim and Sion while most of the original island constitutes the Mumbai
Suburban District. The northern portion lies within Thane District, which extends across Vasai and
Thane creeks onto the mainland.
The word Sasashti (also shortened to Sashti) is Marathi for "sixty-six," referring to the original "sixtysix villages" on the island. It was inhabited by farmers, agriculturists, toddy tappers, artisans,
fisherfolks who trace their conversion to Christianity back to 55 ADwith the arrival of Christ’s
disciple St. Bartholomew in north Konkan, west Maharashtra.
They were converted to Roman Catholicismby four religious orders Dominicans, Franciscans,
Augustinians, Jesuits. These original natives of Salsette are the East Indian Catholics and Kolis.
109 Buddhist caves, including those at Kanheri, can be found on the island, and date from the end of
the 2nd century. Salsette was ruled by a succession of Hindu kingdoms, the last of which were
the Silharas. In 1343, the islands were annexed by the Muslim Sultanate of Gujarat. In 1534,
the Portuguese took the islands from Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujarat. Sashti became part of the
northern province of Portuguese India, which was governed from Baçaím (present-day Vasai) on the
north shore of Vasai Creek. It was leased to D. Diogo Rodrigues also called as Mestre Diego from 25
October 1535 to 1548. In 1554, the islands were handed over to Garcia de Orta, a renowned
physician and botanist, and the author of Colloquies on the Simples, Drugs and MateriaMedica of
India, a seminal work on Indian and Eastern medicine of its time.
Trombay: Trombay was called Neat's Tongue because of its shape. Once, it was an island nearly 5 km
East of Mumbai and was about 8 km in length and 8 km in width. The island contains several ruins of
Portuguese churches from the 1620s and 1630s.
In 1928, the Great Indian Peninsular Railway opened the Trombay-Andheri line called
the SalsetteTrombay Railway or Central Salsette Tramway.
The original inhabitants of Trombay were fisherman (Kolis) - due to its proximity to the Thane
creek and the Arabian Sea. It was called as "Turbhe" (not to be confused with another area
called Turbhe in Navi Mumbai) in the local language. Paylipada, near Trombay Village, is also very
old, having one of the oldest masjid in Mumbai.Trombaygaothan is old village of Koli family.
Paylipada has majority Muslim population. In 1976, the Janata Colony area was relocated
by BARC by order of the central government and formed as Cheetah Camp.
The first major reclamation took place in 1708, to construct the causeway (a causeway is a road or
railway elevated, usually across a broad body of water or wetland.) between Mahim and Sion. The
second major reclamation took place in 1772, to stop the ingress of water and the consequent
flooding of central Mumbai, and to connect Mahalaxmi and Worli. This is regarded as the oldest
unauthorised construction that took place in Mumbai and the offender was the erstwhile Governor
of Mumbai, William Hornby at a total expenditure Rs 1,00,000. The approval for the reclamation had
been sought from the company of directors in England, Hornby did not expect a rejection and went
ahead with the construction. The rejection arrived a year later, but, the causeway was complete and
Hornby was sacked. This causeway was named Hornby Vellard, sealing the Great Breach (Breach
Candy) between Dongri, Malabar hill and Worli.
In 1803, Mumbai was connected to Salsette by a causeway from Sion. Colaba Causeway joined the
island of Colaba to Mumbai in 1838, and Mahim and Bandra were connected by a causeway in 1845
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at a total cost of Rs 1, 57, 000 donated entirely by Lady AvabaiJamsetjeeJeejeebhoy, wife of the first
baronet Sir JamsetjeeJeejeebhoy (the government refused to build these causeways).
After that a series of causeways were built under different governors.
Independence did not end the reclamation work but a third Backbay Reclamation was put into effect
and yielded the acreage on which stand the high rises of Nariman Point and Cuffe Parade.
Eventually, the Supreme Court injunction protecting the shoreline and access for fishermen has
slowed down the work since 1970. The Supreme Court has added more restriction in 1990s with the
Coastal Regulatory Zones. The Backbay Reclamation Project symbolised a major shift in the spirit of
the city from Victorian to an International city.

Information & Written by Sanjeev Ganguly. Photos: Arin Paul.
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Bombay Bengalis িবজয়া

(Bijoya Sammilani) (37th Meet)

Event Link: https://www.facebook.com/events/1228846243832359/
*Mouth watering Food
*Cultural programme
*Screening of a couple of films.
*and other surprises await all.
Date: 16th October, 2016, Sunday.
Time: 10:30am to 4:30pm.
Venue: Royal Court, Evershine Club, Kandivali East.
Locate on Google Maps: https://goo.gl/CHRyMk
Cost per Head: Rs. 990/-.
Last Date of Confirmation of Attendance is 7th October, 2016.
Sound and Projection Sponsored by Gramofilms Media.
Payment details for Online Transfer:
Name : Debdutta Bandyopadhyay
Bank : CITI Bank
Savings Account Number : 5751080118
IFSC Code : CITI0100000
Branch : Mumbai
For Cash Payments Contact any BB Admin.
RSVP:
Mahasweta Ghosh: +917021929869
Mili Chakraborty: +919920512942
Sanjeev Ganguly: +919821017314
Debdutta Banerjee: +918879864871
Debasish Banerjee: +917666792383
Subroto Dutta: +919833309317
Suman Nandi: +919820943368
Biswadeep Mazumder: +918108558880
Arin Paul: +919892178807
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The Second Issue is COMING SOON. To send your photographs and articles
mail to bombaybengalis@gmail.com
Bombay Bengalis Admin Team: (in alphabetical order) Arin Paul, Biswadeep
Mazumder, Debasish Banerjee, Debdutta Banerjee, Mahasweta Ghosh, Mili
Chakraborty, Sanjeev Ganguly, Subroto Dutta & Suman Nandi.
Bombay Bengalis Creatives Team: (in alphabetical order) Anindita Mohapatra,
Baishali Sen, Lipi Ganguly, Mohua Banerjee, Sharadiya Ghosh, Smita Kayal,
Sraboni Mukherjee and the admin team.
Newsletter Editor: Arin Paul.
Sub Editors: Anindita Mohapatra & Baishali Sen.
Creative Ideas: Ananya Paul & Mohua Banerjee.

Send Your Feedback to bombaybengalis@gmail.com

Website: www.bombaybengalis.in
Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/BombayBengalis/
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/BombayBengalis
Instagram: bombaybengalis
Twitter: https://twitter.com/bombaybengalis ( @bombaybengalis )
Email: bombaybengalis@gmail.com
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